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A theory of quantum martingales and quantum stochastic integrals in quasi-free 
representations of the CAR and CCR is presented. For the CAR, the results 
generalize some of those developed in Barnett, Streater. and Wilde (J. Funct. Anal. 
48 (1982). 172-212, J. London Math. Sot. 27 (1983). 373-384) and for the CCR. 
the results contain the standard It6 theory of stochastic integration with respect fo 
Brownian motion as a special case. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Given a filtration of sub-u-fields of a probability space and a martingale 
(with respect to this filtration), one develops a theory of stochastic 
integration. A quantum analog of this set-up might involve a filtration of 
operator algebras together with conditional expectations, an invariant state. 
and operator-valued (or vector-valued) martingales. Such a scheme, based on 
the Clifford algebra ‘V of the free fermion field, was developed in 13-5 1. It 
was shown that the stochastic integral could indeed be defined as an element 
of L*(Vtthe L*-space over % as given by noncommutative integration 
theory 110, 19, 301. Moreover, the stochastic integral shares many of the 
properties of the usual It6 integral with respect to Brownian motion. 
Here, we begin the study of quantum stochastic integration in quasi-free 
representation of both the CAR and the CCR. For the CAR, the noncom- 
mutative integration theory associated with a central state is no longer 
appropriate, but nevertheless, martingales can be defined and stochastic 
integrals can be constructed as elements of the representation space given by 
the quasi-free state. As for the usual It6 integral, this is achieved via an 
isometry property. If the quasi-free state under consideration contains no 
Fock part, the Tomita-Takesaki modular theory is applicable. In this case. 
one has an isometry property based on the Sobolev space determined by the 
modular operator. Moreover, just as for the It&Clifford stochastic integral 
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of [ 31, we show that, for a natural class of integrands, the stochastic integral 
can be considered as a closed operator affiliated to the CAR von Neumann 
algebra. 
For the CCR, we choose to work with the polynomial algebra of creation 
and annihilation operators in a quasi-free representation, and, as above, we 
show that stochastic integrals can be defined and possess an isometry 
property. Moreover, in the Fock representation, the tield operators 
correspond to Gaussian random variables and we see that our theory 
contains the usual Ito theory of stochastic integration with respect to 
Brownian motion as a special case. 
If the quasi-free state has no Fock part then, even though we are dealing 
with the unbounded creation and annihilation operators, the 
Tomita-Takesaki modular theory is applicable and, as above, we see that the 
stochastic integral may be considered as a closed operator affiliated to the 
CCR von Neumann algebra. 
In Section 1, we set up the CAR formalism and, following Evans [ 121, we 
construct the conditional expectations that we need. In Section 2, martingales 
are defined with respect to a particular filtration of the CAR algebra, and 
various properties are established. The quantum stochastic integrals with 
respect to martingales given as arbitrary linear combinations of creation and 
annihilation operators are constructed in Section 3. The isometry property is 
established, and, analogous to the results of [3], the natural class of 
integrands (i.e., the appropriate completion of simple adapted maps) is iden- 
tified concretely as a space of square-integrable adapted vector-valued maps. 
The stochastic integrals lead to centred martingales. 
In Section 4, we suppose that the quasi-free state contains no Fock part. 
Using the modular theory of left Hilbert algebras, here for a von Neumann 
algebra with a cyclic and separating vector, we consider a further isometry 
property involving the modular operator itself, and show that the stochastic 
integral corresponds to a closed operator affiliated to the CAR von 
Neumann algebra for suitable integrands. 
In Section 5, an analysis similar to that in Section 3 is carried out for 
quasi-free representations of the CCR. In [ 141, examples of martingales for 
the CCR were given, and a primitive form of the isometry property of the 
stochastic integral was obtained. For the Fock representation of the CCR, 
stochastic integrals have been defined in 1151 as densely defined bilinear 
forms, and an It6 calculus has been considered. We consider the results of 
Section 5 to complement and extend those of [ 8, 14, 151. 
The CCR analog of Section 4 is presented in Section 6, with analogous 
results. 
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1. THE CAR ALGEBRA AND CONDITIONAL EXPECTATIONS 
For a given complex Hilbert space h, let U”(h) denote the CAR algebra 
over h: so that YI’(h) is the associative, unital *-algebra generated by 
elements 6*(u), b(u), u E $, satisfying b*(au + 21) = ah*(u) + b*(v), b*(u) = 
b(u)*, and the canonical anticommutation relations 
0) b(u) + b(c) b(u) = 0 
b*(u) b(u) + b(u) b*(u) = (?I, u)A 
(1.1) 
for 24, L! E h, a E C. 
Let ‘U(h) denote the CAR C*-algebra over h; thus ‘u(h) is the unique C*- 
algebra containing a”(h) as a dense subset 12, 7, 91. 
In particular, the uniqueness of the C*-norm implies that l]b(u)l] = 
]/b*(u)]] = ]/u]], for u E h, since this is true in the Fock representation of 
W). 
For R E .A@) with 0 < R < I, let LC) be the gauge-invariant quasi-free state 
on VI(h) determined by 
w@*(u) b(u)) = (c, Ru) (1.2) 
for U, u E h, and let (SP;(h), TC~, a,) be the associated cyclic representation 
of U(h). Let ,8 denote the automorphism of a(h) determined by ,8(b*(u)) = 
-b*(u), u E h. Then w is invariant under /3 and so /I is implemented in the 
representation zR by a unitary operator, r, say, with r, R, = QH. 
Suppose that h is a direct sum h = h, @h, with R~,G bi, i = 1. 2. 
Following [ 121, we shall construct the conditional expectation N: ‘U(h) --+ 
U(h ,) with w 0 N = N, where U(h,) is naturally identified as a subalgebra of 
W). 
For any u = U, @ u2 E I~, @ hz, define TC(~(U)) E 91(f),) @ 8( KK(hz)) by 
the formula’ 
@(u, 0 u,)) = b(u,) 0 r, + ’ 0 q@(uz)) 
and set rc(b*(u)) = rc(b(~))*. 
(1.3) 
Then z(b(~)), x(/~*(u)), u E h, satisfy the canonical anticommutation 
relations (1.1) and so it follows that 7[ extends to an injective *- 
homomorphism of 2I(h) into U(h,) @ .d( &(h,)). Now, the identity map 
‘: VI,)- W,) and the map (a,, * 0,): ,2(7jvR(t)?))+ c are both 
completely positive and so 1271 the map I @ (Q,, . Q,) extends from the 
algebraic tensor product 2t(h,) @,,, ..79(SFR(h2)) to define a completely 
’ We do not make any notational distinction between R and R I’ h,. i = I. 2. 
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positive map 8: a($,) @ .B(,iF”,(h,)) + ‘?I@,). We shall see that the required 
conditional expectation N is given by the composition of rt with 8. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A conditional expectation of a C*-algebra 21 onto a 
C*-subalgebra 8 is a bounded linear map @: ‘?I + B satisfying 
(i) Q(x) =x for all x E 8, 
(ii) @(xyz) = x@(y) z for x, z E 8, y E VI, 
(iii) @: VI, + 8,. 
Note that it follows that @(a)* @(a) < @(a*~), a E 11, and ]] @]] = 1 
[ 23, 29 1. 
THEOREM 1.2. The map N = 8 0 7r: ?I&) + %(IJ ,) is a conditional expec- 
tation. Moreover, o o N = o. 
Proof: Both 0 and 7c are bounded (completely-) positive maps, and so the 
same is true of N; this establishes property (iii). 
For x = b*(u,) . . . b*(u,) b(v,) ... b(v,) with U, ,..., v, E h,, a direct 
computation, using r, 0, = .R,, shows that N(x) =x. But such x generate 
%(h,), and so, by linearity and continuity, we have N(x) = x for x E U(lj ,). 
which yields (i). 
(ii) Again, by linearity and continuity, it is enough to show that N(xyz) = 
xN(y) z for x, z of the same form as above, and for y of the form 
y=b#(w,) **. b#(w&, where wi E h, or h2, 1 < i < k, and b# means either b* 
or b. For such x, y, z, the result follows by computation. 
We have shown that N is a conditional expectation; it remains to show 
that w(N(x)) = w(x) for x E a(h). Once again, this follows by direct 
computation for x of the form x = x~,x,~x~,x~~, where xii = b(ui,) ‘-+ b(u;,,,) 
with uik E hi, 1 <k < ni, and hence, by linearity and continuity, for any 
x E ‘u(Q). Q.E.D. 
If R = 0, or R = 1, then r, is the Fock or anti-Fock representation, 
respectively, of U(h). If w has no Fock part, that is, if 0 and 1 are not eigen- 
values of R, then w is a KMS state on a(h). In particular, fl, is a separating 
state for the von Neumann algebra 7cR(U(h))“. Furthermore, the 
von Neumann subalgebra n,(‘u(h ,))” is globally invariant under the (spatial) 
modular automorphism group {a’: t E R} given by the vector state Q, on 
n,(‘U($))“. This follows because (a’) is determined by the quasi-free 
automorphism group corresponding to b(u) ~--r b(e”“u), t E IR, u E b, where 
H is given by R = e-“(1 + eeH)-’ [ 13, 161. The existence of a (unique) 
conditional expectation E, say, from 7cR(91(h))” --f 7t,(U(lj,))” satisfying 
LI o E = 6, where & is the normal extension of w to n,((U(h))“, follows from 
a theorem of Takesaki 1261. 
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Returning to the general case, since 7cR is faithful, we may simply write 
n,(%(h)) as ‘II(b); that is, we may realize VI(h) concretely as a C*-algebra of 
operators on W, =,PR(h). Let P be the orthogonal projection of & onto the 
subspace generated by U(h ,) 0,. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. For x E a(Q), we hatle 
PXQ, = N(x) 0,. (1.4) 
Proof: Let x E ‘U(h) and let y E U(l),). Then, using Theorem 1.2. we have 
(Y.Qn,,Pxf2,)=(yQ,.xR,) 
= w(y*x) 
= w(N( y”x)) 
= w( y”N(x)) 
= (YQn, 3 N(x) Q, ). 
Since !!I@,) fl, is dense in PT; the result follows. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1.4. The conditional expectation N: ‘II(‘t)) -+ U(I) ,) is 
uniquely determined by the requirement that w 0 N = w. 
ProoJ: Let N’: U(h)+ U(h,) be a conditional expectation with 
w o N’ = o. Then, for x E VI(b), y E %(h,), 
PxyQ, = N(xy) 0, = N(x) y4-2, 
= N’(xy) 0, = N’(x) y.Q, . 
and so N(x) yOn, = N’(x) ~0,. But the restriction of cU(h,) to %(I),) OH is a 
faithful representation of YI(h ,), and so N(x) = N’(x). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1.5. If o has no Fock part. then E r ‘u(t)) = N. In 
particular, E: au(l)) -+ ‘LI(b,). 
Proof First note that YI(h,) R, and ?I@,)” .R, generate the same closed 
subspace of .&. Exactly as above, we have PxQ, = E(x) GR for x E a(h)“. 
In particular, PxO, = E(x) OR = N(x) Q, for x E ‘It($). But if w has no Fock 
part, .R, is separating for U(h)“, so it follows that E(x) = N(x) for x E 3(h). 
Q.E.D. 
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Remark 1.6. Denote by e the orthogonal projection of IJ onto b,. Then, 
for U, ,..., u,, Y, ,..., v, E b, m, n > 0, 
N(:b”(u,) *. . b*(u,) b(v,) *. . b(v,):,) 
= :b*(eu,) ... b(ev,):,, 
where :b*(u,) ... b(v,):, is the w-ordered product defined by Evans. For the 
general definition of : . . + :w we refer to [ 121. We note here that 
:b”(u) b(v):, = b”(u) b(v) - o(b*(u) b(v)) (1.5) 
and that :6*(u,) ... b(v,):, is a polynomial of degree n + m in the b*(ui)‘s 
and b(uj)‘s with coefficients given by products of the o(b*(ui) 6(yi))‘s. From 
this it follows that a”(h) is equal to the linear span of all w-ordered 
products, and therefore .R, together with vectors of the form 
:b”(u,) .f * b(u,):, .R, are total in ‘;lt”R. We shall use this in the next section. 
2. MARTINGALES WITH RESPECT TO A FILTRATION 
OF THE CAR ALGEBRA 
In the following, we will suppose that h = L*(IR +). For t E iR + , let e, 
denote the projection in L*(IR +) given by multiplication by the characteristic 
function x,~,,,, and set ht = e,b. Let R E 9(h) with 0 <R < 1 be .given such 
that Rt), E h, for all t E iR + . Then it is not difficult to see that there is a 
measurable function p on IR 4 with 0 <p(s) < 1 a.e. such that R is given by 
multiplication by p. 
Write Up = U”(l),), ?I,= ?I($,), 2I = VI(b), so that ‘?.I: c ‘11, c ‘u,c’u for 
0 < s < t. The norm continuity of the map s H b(e,u), u E h, implies that VI, 
is the norm closure of U,,, ‘ZI,, and that U;l = (l-l,,, VI,)” for t > 0 - as in 
Section 1, we identify ?I@) with Q2I(b)). 
For tE IR,, let M,: ?I + ‘u, be the conditional expectation constructed in 
Section 1, and let ;F; denote the closed subspace of ZR =ZR(b) generated by 
%,a,. Then, by Proposition 1.3, P,x.Q, = M,(x) R, for x E 2I, where P, is 
the orthogonal projection P,:ZR -6. We note that for 0 < s < t, e is a 
proper subspace of <q-there is no Reeh-Schlieder phenomenon [ 18 ]. 
Indeed, let 0 # u E b with supp u c (s, t). Then 11(6*(u) + b(u)) R, ]]* = 
]] u]]* # 0 so that (b*(v) + b(u)) QR # 0, but b*(u) + b(u) E ‘u, and (6*(v) + 
b(v)) 0, is orthogonal to U,R,. 
THEOREM 2.1. The map s F+ P,, s E [R + is strongly continuous on RR. 
Proof: It is enough to establish strong continuity on a toal set in rR. For 
such a set, we choose vectors of the form :b*(u,) ... 6*(u,) b(v,) . . . 
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b(v,):, Q,, with U, ,..., u,, E h. (If n = m = 0, this is just the vector Q, .) We 
have 
P,:b*(u,) *.- b(U,):,,f2nR =M,(:b*(u,) ... b(v,):,,)R, 
= :b”(e,u,) ... b(e,c,,):,,f2,. 
But :b*(e,u,) +.. b(e,u,):, is a polynomial in the 6*(e,ui), b(e, Lji). and 
o(b*(e,ui) b(e,vi)), 1 ,< i < m, 1 <j < n, and so is norm continuous. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let t > 0. Then 
0) q= n,,, q, 
(ii) 3, = n,,, %. 
(iii) Zf w has no Fock part, then ?I,!’ = n, ,, ‘9:. 
Proof. (i) Let CE fl,,, pi. Then, for all s > t, 5= PC+ P,c as s 1 f, 
and so rrZ p,. 
(ii) Let XE n,Y,, ‘u,Y. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we see that 
s w M,(a) is (norm) continuous for a E 2I”(h) and hence for all a E ‘U(h) 
(-since JIM,11 = 1 for any s E F; +). 
Hence, for s > t. 
x = M,(x) --+ M,(x) as s 1. t, 
which implies that x E 3,. 
(iii) Suppose that w has no Fock part, and that s E 0, ., 2IF. 
For s > t. xJ2, = P,xR, + P,xR, = E,(x) Q,, as s 1 t. where E, : 2l” ---t ?I,! 
with ci, o E, = (;, is the conditional expectation as in Section 1. Since 0, is 
separating, we have x = E,(x) E VI:. Q.E.D. 
Remark 2.3. Corollary 2.2 can be reformulated more generally: i.e.. 
L2(K +) can be replaced by any Hilbert space h. and (e,} can be replaced by 
any continuous increasing family of projections on h which commute with R. 
This result does not seem to be in the literature. 
Remark 2.4. We have used the strong continuity of s t--1 P, to show that 
v=n, , ?I:. The converse of this result, in an abstract setting, is also true. 
DEFINITION 2.5. An Ijt”,-martingale (respectively, ‘U-martingale) with 
respect to the filtration (hl: t E R, } is a family (&: t E iF; f } with 5, E YR 
(resp., 5, E U) such that Pt& = <, (resp., M,<, = <,) for all 0 < t < s. Note 
that P,& = & (resp., M,<, = &) implies that <, E e (resp., <, E ?I,). By virtue 
of Proposition 1.3, it is clear that if (x,: t E G + } is an ‘U-martingale, then 
{<, = .~,a, : t E II>,} is an rR-martingale with respect to (h,: t E R i }. 
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PROPOSITION 2.6. For any aI, aI E G, the family {a,b*(e,u) + 
a2 b(e,u) : t E R + } for given u E L f,,(R + ) is an %-martingale. 
Proof: For 0 <t < s, write e,u = e,u 0 (e, - e,) u and apply the 
definition of M, to obtain immediately that M,(b(e,u)) = b(e,u). Taking 
adjoints and linear combinations gives the result. Q.E.D. 
More generally, for u, ,***, u,, v ,,..., v, E J%(~+), {:b*(ep,) ... 
b(e,vn):w : t E R + ) is an a-martingale. This follows from the simple action of 
M, on o-ordered products together with etes = e, for 0 < t < s [ 121. 
If < E (PR, then {rl = P,r : t E R,} is an ,PR-martingale. However, not all 
.PR-martingales are of this form. For example, if u E L~,,(iR +)\L’(lR +), then 
& = (b*(e,u) + b(e,u)) fiR is an .PR-martingale with /I cJ2 = Jb / u(s)l’ ds 
which diverges as t + 03. It follows that <, cannot be of the form <, = P,< for 
CEPR. 
If w has no Fock part, one defines an VI”-martingale as any family 
{x,:tER+} with xtE(U” such that Elx, =xI for all 0 <t < s. Since 
E, r ‘u = M, (corollary 1.5), we see that every U-martingale is also an ‘?I”- 
martingale. 
3. QUANTUM STOCHASTIC INTEGRALS 
In this section, we shall construct stochastic integrals with respect to the 
martingale {a,b*(e,u) + a2b(e,u)}, a,, a, E G. As in [3], this is done first 
for simple adapted integrands, and then extended by courtesy of a suitable 
isometry property. First we need some definitions. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let ( gt:: t E R + } be an increasing family of linear 
subspaces of a linear space p, and let f: [t,, t] + y. We say that f is 
adapted if f (s) E & for t, < s Q t. We say that f is elementary if it is of the 
form f = xtr,s) r for some < E $? and t, < r < s < t, and that f is simple if, on 
[t,, t), it is a finite linear combination of elementary maps. Note that if 
f = x,~,~)< is elementary and adapted, then {E y,.. An adapted map will be 
called a process. Taking g, =,;%;, $Y = rR or ,& = U,, $V = VI we obtain 
PR - valued or U-valued processes (with respect to the filtration 
(I),: t E R,}). Denote by ,Y’( [t,, t], $Y) the space of simple p-valued 
processes on [to, t]. 
Fix u EL&&R+) and aI, a2 E C, and set B,(u) = b(e,u) and 
X, = a,B,*(u) + a,B,(u) for s E R,. Then {X, : s E R + } is an 2I-martingale. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let h =xrr,=, a, t, Q r < r Q t, a E YI be an elementary 
‘U-valued process on [t,, t]. The right stochastic integral of h over (t,, t] with 
respect to {X,} is 
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I ’ h(s) dX, = a(X, - X,) QR, ‘0 
and the corresponding left stochastic integral is 
-’ 1 dX,, h(s) = (X, - X,) aQ,. 10 
The integrals of simple processes are defined by linearity. It follows that the 
stochastic integrals are linear on the set of simple U-valued processes. 
Note that the stochastic integrals are &-valued, rather than ‘U-valued. 
This is appropriate by virtue of the isometry property, Theorem 3.5 (see also 
Remark 3.10). 
LEMMA 3.3. For any simple process h: 1 t,, , t 1 + ?I, we have 
(’ h(s) dX, = j_’ dX,SP(h(s)). 
. 10 . 111 
ProoJ We first observe that /3: U, + ?I, for s E rt f . so Bh is a process if 
h is. 
Now, X, -X, = a, b*&,..s, u) + a2 b(yCr,s, u), if Y < s, and so a(X, - X,.) = 
(X, - X,) /3(a), for any a E ‘u,. For CI E ?I:, this follows immediately from 
the canonical anticommutation relations, and for a E ‘?I, by continuity. 
Hence li, h(s) dX, = .f:,dX,&h(s)) for any elementary process h, and 
therefore, by linearity, for any simple process. Q.E.D. 
This result enables us to pass between the left and right stochastic 
integrals. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let (x,) be an %-martingale. Then for 0 6 s 6 t. 
(r,(X,-x,~))?)=Oforalf &rE Ti. 
Proof Suppose q = aR, with a E ?I,. Then 
(C (x, - -4 afiR> = (6 PA - -5) afi, 1 
= ([, M,((x, - x5) a) n,) by Proposition 1.3 
= (L W,(x, -x,5)) aQ,) 
=o since M,(x,) = x,~ = M,%(x,). 
The result follows since ‘?I,J2, is dense in e, Q.E.D. 
Note that, if h is an elementary ‘U-valued process, Lemma 3.4 implies that 
fb dX,h(s) is a centered martingale (see Theorem 3.9). 
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We are now in a position to state and prove the isometry property of the 
stochastic integral. 
THEOREM 3.5 (Isometry property). For any simple process h: [t, , t ] -+ 8, 
we have 
ProoJ: Any simple ‘U-calued process on It,,, t] can be written as 
h = CL 1 ~,r,m,,t~h-, on [to, t), where t, < t, < ... < t, = t and h,-, E 





=T @k-lQR, (X~x~~-x~~,x,~..,)hk-~~~) 
since {X,} is a martingale. 
By Eq. 1.5, we have, for 0 <r < s, 
B$@) B,(u) - B:(u) B,(u) 
= S,*(u) B,(u):, - S,*(u) B,(u):, +(’ I u(t)l’ p(r) ds. 
r 
This, together with the canonical anticommutation relations, gives 
x:x,-x:x,= (Ia*I* -la,l*)(:BP(u)B,(u):,- :B,*(u)B,(u):,} 
+ la,/* h4~)12 (1 -drWr 
+/~212~~l~~~~12~~~~~~. I 
Substituting into the sum and using Lemma 3.4 gives the required result. 
Q.E.D. 
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The special case a, = CL* = 1 generalizes the corresponding isometry 
property of [3] by allowing more general integrands. 
DEFINITION 3.6. Let $( [to, 11, &; ?I) denote the Hilbert space 
completion of ,V’( [to, t], U) with respect o the pre-scalar product 
For fE b([t,, t], &; a), the stochastic integrals 1: dX,%f(s) and J‘:,f(s)d.X, 
are defined to be limits in RR of (i, dX,h,(s) and Iti, h,(s) C-G,, respectively, 
where h, E Y([t,, t], U) and h, -+ f in $j( [t,,, t], Q; ‘u). By the isometry 
property these limits exist and are independent of the particular sequence 
(h,). Moreover, the isometry property remains valid for fE 8. Indeed, the 
map fi- I:, dX,f(s) is characterized as the unique isometric linear 
map: $j( [to, t], dp; ?I) -RR such that ji, dX,h(s) = (X, -X,) aR, for each 
elementary process h = ~,~,~)a, t, < r ( t < t, a E ‘I(,, 
We notice that if f is an ZR-valued simple process, then J‘i,dX,f(s) can 
immediately be defined as a sum of the form Ck AX, f,+, . This is not so for 
j:$(s) &I’, since the operator part dX, is on the right of the vector f(s). 
However by Lemma 3.3, J h(s) dX, = j dX, /?(h(s)) = j dX,$T,h(s) rR ’ = 
-r,q j dX,h(s), f or any h E .Y( [to, t], ‘u), and so, by continuity, jf(s) dX, = 
-r, j dX,f(s) = j dXJ’,f(s). 
As in [3], we can identify $j([tO, I]. dp; ‘II) as a space of .Z$valued 
processes, defined ,U a.e. 
THEOREM 3.7. $j([to,t], dp;‘u) is naturally isomorphic to the subspace 
of ,u a.e. adapted elements of L*([t,, t], dp; &,). 
ProoJ This is just as in [3], using the strong continuity of s h P, and 
the density of 2U2, in ‘PR. Q.E.D. 
We shall now show that stochastic integrals are centred martingales: 
where centred means orthogonal to (2,. 
DEFINITION 3.8. Let $j,,,(iR+, dp; 3) denote the collection of maps 
(defined ,U a.e.) f: iR+ -+ PR such that f r IO, tl E b([O, tj, Q; %) for all 
fER,. 
THEOREM 3.9. For f E B,,,(~ + 3 dp;%), set &= jhdX,f(s), i,= 
.I‘b.f(s) dX, . Then { rI : t E R + ) and (& : t E R , ) are centred W,-martingales. 
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ProoJ If h: [0, t] + 2I is an elementary process, it is easy to see that 
By linearity, this remains true for h G .Y([O, t], ‘?I), and so by continuity, 
Ps& = r,, i.e., (&} is a martingale. 
As noted earlier, /3: ‘11, + 11,) s E R + , and so M, o j3 = /? o M, and hence 
T,P, = PJR. 
Thus P, I$ = Ps(-TR r,) = -r, P, cl = -r, <, = [, for 0 < s < t, and so {c, ) 
is also a martingale. 
To see that {&} is centred , we have 
(QR 7 r,> =(Q, > P&J = (a,, to) = 0, 
for all t > 0. 
Similarly (a,, [,) = 0 for all t > 0. Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.10. If w has no Fock part, the above analysis can be carried 
out using U;l instead of ‘u,, E, instead of M,, etc. However, since ‘U,R, and 
2l; 0, generate the same subspace of ,PR, the spaces .‘r (1 t,, t], U) and 
.Y ([to, t], 2I”) give the same completion. Notice, however, that if OR is 
separating for ‘u, then the map h t-+ J: &,/z(s) is faithful on .Y( [to, t], 2I). 
Moreover, ‘8 is identifiable with the dense subset ‘U2, of & and so 
l:, dX, h(s) can be considered as an element of ‘u, for any h E c 9”( [ to, t 1, ‘8). 
We shall show, in the next section, that this result generalizes for a certain 
natural class of integrands-these yield stochastic integrals which can be 
identified with closed operators affiliated to ‘u. This is the analog of the 
result of [3] that the It&Clifford stochastic integral can be considered either 
as an element of the underlying Hilbert space, or as a closed operator 
affiliated to P (-belonging to L*(V)). 
4. THE FERMION STOCHASTIC INTEGRAL AS A CLOSED OPERATOR 
Throughout this section, we shall suppose that w has no Fock part (i.e., 
0 ( p < 1) so that R, is cyclic and separating for 2l” and the modular theory 
is applicable [6, 24, 25, 281. We shall show that, for a natural class of 
integrands in the form domain of the modular operator associated with 0,) 
the stochastic integrals constructed in Section 3 correspond to closed 
operators affiliated to ‘?I;. 
The closed antilinear operator S on RR is defined as the closure of the 
map S,: xQ, t--t x*n,, x E VI”. Let S = Jd “* be the polar decomposition of 
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S. Then J is antiunitary, and A, the modular operator, is self-adjoint and 
positive. The closed antilinear operator F on RR is defined to be the closure 
of the map F, : x’RR E+ x’ *RR, x’ E ?I’. One shows that F = S$ and 
S=F,*. 
For any [E G?$, define an operator L, on ?I’D, by Lgxf12R = x’[. 
x’ E 3’. In particular, L,Q, = [. Now, for y’ E VI’, we have 
y’x’GR = (y’x’) Q, E %‘R, for all x’ E U’, and L, y’x’(2, = y’x’c = 
y’Lsx’Q,. Thus L, is affiliated to 3”. If L, is closable, then its closure is 
also affiliated to ‘?I”. In particular, if [ E D(S) = D(A I’*), then one can show 
that (Lo* 1 Ls6, and therefore L, is closable: for x’, y’ E VI’, [ E D(S), we 
have 
( ~‘0, , L,x’f&) = (x’ *y’R, , <) = (F, y’ *x’QR , [) 
= (SC, y’*x’R$J = (y’S[, X’R,) 
giving (Lo* 3 L,, . 
If [=x0,, x E ?I”, then L!, is the bounded operator of “left 
multiplication” by x on ZR. Indeed, for any x’ E ?.I’, Ldx’fJR =x’xQR = 
xx’QR. Since ‘U’R, is dense in RR, L, is simply the restriction of x to U’R, . 
For further details we refer to [6, 17, 24, 25, 281. 
If CE q, it is natural to ask whether EC is affiliated to ‘3: or not. If Es is 
bounded, then it belongs to ‘?I”, i.e., there is c1 E 3” such that LSx’RK = 
tLY’QR, Vx’ E U’. But then P,[ = [ = aB, = P,aQ, = E,(a) iii28 ; i.e.. aa, = 
E,(a) R, Since ~2, is separating, it follows that LI = E,(a) E ?I:. In other 
words, L, belongs to ?I;,. In general, it is not clear whether L, is affiliated to 
‘?I,!’ or not. However, by extending L, naturally, we are able to obtain a 
closed operator affiliated to 3; whenever [E D(S) n 6. Indeed, for 
[E D(S) n e, define T,: a’QR ++ a’<, a’ E 3;. Then we shall see that T, is 
closable, and its closure is affiliated to ?I:. First, let us consider the 
stochastic integral as a vector in &. 
Let F+, denote the linear space D(S) = D(A’ ‘) equipped with the scalar 
product 
(t-3 VI+, = (6 rl) + (A”*LA”‘rl) 
for t, q E D(S). Since A”* is closed, it follows that W, , is a Hilbert space. 
For u E L&,(R+), let dv denote the measure iu(s)]’ ds. 
THEOREM 4.1 (Isometry property in P’+ ,). For u E Lf(,,(lrg + ), a,. a2 E C . 
and h E ,Y’([t,, t], a), we have 
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where X, = a,B,*(u) + a2Bs(u), and 
II-II2 p(s),A =/I q.a,(s)II * I2 + 41,,,,(~Nl~“2~ II 1 
with I a,,&)= ~la,12 (1 -Pw+I~212PwJ* 
ProoJ First observe that for h E %u/( [t,, t], a), 5 = j,‘, dX, h(s) E D(S) 
and ll~“*Cll = IIXI. But SC = s:, h(s)* dX: = s:, dX,*p(h(s)*), and 
IIp(h(s)*) fi, /I = I( h(s)*R, II = (I Sh(s) ~2~ II = Ild”2h(s) 0, II. The result now 
follows readily from Theorem 3.5. Q.E.D. 
We shall use this isometry property to show that c = J’;,, dX,r(s) belongs to 
D(S) for a suitable class of processes <(.), and therefore defines, via T,, a 
closed operator afftliated to 2IU:,. 
If (and only if) c is of the form c = aR, for some a E VIU:,, then (the closure 
of) T[ is simply “left multiplication” by a. Hence, for h E .V (It,, t], VI), the 
identification of c = ji, d/Y, h(s) with T( is just that discussed in Remark 
3.10. In general, the identification of the stochastic integral with a closed 
operator affiliated to !!I;, is in accord with [3 1, where the stochastic integral 
is defined as an element of L*(T), where q! is the weakly closed Clifford 
operator algebra over L*([O, t]). Such elements can be considered as closed 
operators affiliated to q:, or as vectors in the Hilbert-space completion of ‘fl, 
with respect to the Fock state. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let $jp,A((t,,, t], dy; P+,) denote the set of y- 
measurable processes e from It,, t ] into W+ , such that 
(We assume that a, and a2 are not both zero.) Note that since 11. I/ < 11. II+ , , 
each y-measurable map from Ito, t ] into PY+, is also y-measurable as a map 
from [t,, t 1 into ,PR. Hence @p,A is well defined. 
By Theorem 3.7, we see that $jpqA([t,,, tl, dy: F+,) c sj([t,, tl, dp; 2I), and 
hence (i, dX,<(s) is a well-defined element of & for any c E tijp,A(ltO, t], dy; 
F+ ,). We shall show that I:, dX,@s) E D(S) for such r. To see this, we must 
first identity b,,,( [t,, t], dy;,W+ i) as a certain completion. 
THEOREM 4.3. .Y (It,, t], !!I) R, is dense in the set of processes in 
L’(lt,,, tl, 4s F; ,I. 
Proof. First note that C([t,,,t])@,F+, is dense in L’(jt,,tl, dy; iv, ,) 
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and so for a given process f in L’([t,, I], dy; X, ,) and E > 0, there are 
functions q+, ,..., 4, E C([tO, t]) and vectors [, ,.... &,, E W, , such that 
.’ J II to 
We recall that the projection P, on FR is given by P,xfl, = E,(x) 0,. 
x E ?I”. where E, : U” + ‘LI,Y ” is the conditional expectation (see the proof of 
Corollary 1.5). The modular automorphism group (cJ,: f E II> } leaves Zr: 
globally invariant and therefore r~! commutes with E,. for t E 1.;. s E I, 
Hence, for x E ‘u”, we have 
P,A”XQ, = P&7,(x) OR = E,@,(x)) Q, 
= a,(E,(x)) f2, = A”E,(X) R, 
= A”P,xQ, for tEli~. 
It follows that P, commutes with the unitary group (A”: t E IF } and therefore 
with A. We deduce that P, r D(S) is a projection in ,iv, , and that the map 
s i--r P, is strongly continuous as a map: R + + .&(,P’+ ,). Hence, for any 
#EC([43,~l)3 rE.TL,> the map s w 4(s) @ P, i is continuous from If,,. I 1 
into .F+ , . 
Now, since f is adapted, we have 
4(s) 
< F. 
Thus the set of continuous processes from It,, t] into F, 1 is dense in the 
set of processes in L*([t,, t], dy; F+ ,). But clearly, as in 13, Theorem 3.6 1, 
any continuous process g can be approximated by an adapted simple X- ,- 
valued map h of the form h(s) = Cy=, hi_,~r,,~,.ri)(s) on It,, t), where 
t, < t, < ..* < t,w = t with max Iti - ti- ,I suffktently small and where 
hi = g(ti), 0 < i < N- 1. But ‘U”Q, is a core for S, and so each hi E%X, , 
can be approximated in F+, by some x,Q, with xi E 2I”. Since P,,hi = hi. 
we have 
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But P,.xiQ, = E&xi) Q, and E,((xi) E ‘?I;;. Hence each hi can be approx- 
imated’in A?+, by ~~0, with yi E ‘8;;. 
Finally, we observe that 21ti is strongly dense in 2I;;, and so, by 
Kaplansky’s density theorem, for given E > 0, there is zi E (u,i such that 
lIziaR -YiQR II < & and 11zTJ2, - yT.R, 11 < E. In other words, 
lIziQR -Yia/tII+I < 2 E, and the proof is complete. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.4. bp,d(14w tl3 dYG<X; I> is the completion of .Y’([t,, t], 
‘3) 0, with respect to the norm 1) - JJbp,d. 
ProoJ Let r E !$,,A([t,,, t], dy;X+ ,) and let E > 0 be given. Then there is 
6 > 0 and a Bore1 set E c [t,, t] such that 6 < p < (1 - 6) on E, and 
II<- rXEllbp,A < E. Now, IltI~Il~~,~.~ > (IaIl + la212)a Il<(s)ll:, for s E 6 and 
so 6, is a process in L2( [to, t], dy; X; ,). By Theorem 4.3, there exists 
h E sy([t,, t], W fJ, such that (i, Il&s)x,(s) - h(s>ll:, b(s) < E’. 
Hence, since 0 < p < 1, we obtain 
giving II t - h I&,,,, < ~(1 + (Ia,I’ + la212)“2). Q.E.D. 
Note that if la, I and Ia2 I are both positive or if p is bounded away from 0 
and 1, then 8p,d([t0, tl, dy;x+,) is equal to the set of processes in 
L2(P,, t], dy;Z+ ,I’ 
THEOREM 4.5. Let {E $jp,d([tO, t], dy; R+ ,). Then {:OdX,&) E 
D(S) n Ay. 
ProoJ: Let r E jj,,,([ t,, t], dy; X; i). Then, by Theorem 4.4, there is a 
sequence (h,) in .V([t,, t], 2l)0, such that h, -+ r in !!jo+b([tO, t], dy;X+ ,). 
It follows that h, -< in !ij([&,, t], dy; %) and so 5, = s:, dX,h,(s)+ 
li, dX,<(s) = [ in RR. By the isometry property in A?+, , Theorem 4.1, (&,) is 
a Cauchy sequence in A?‘+ r, and therefore [, + < in A?+ ,. In particular, 
C = I:, dx,t(s) E D(S). 
Moreover, by Theorem 3.9, c E P,& = ,q, and the result follows. Q.E.D. 
Now let us turn to the investigation of the operator T[ defined earlier. We 
shall prove the result quite generally. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let .A be a von Neumann algebra on a Hilbert space 2’ 
with cyclic and separating vector 0, and let .k‘ be a von Neumann 
subalgebra of .A globally invariant under the modular automorphism group, 
A” . A-“, t E R, of .& induced by Q. Then, for any <Em CI D(A”2), the 
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operator T, : a’B -+ a’[, a’ E %Y’, is closable, and its closure is aflliated to 
f“. 
ProoJ Note that A’ CJP and so T, is densely defined. Furthermore, 
for any b’ E. N’, we have b’a’ f ,P for a’ E -&‘-I, and 
TSb’a’f2 = b’a’[ = b’T,a’G!; 
i.e., TC commutes with . &^’ on .K’Q. Thus it remains to show that T, is 
closable. 
Denote by e the orthogonal projection e: X+. YZR. Then e E i I “. As 
usual, let S and F be, respectively, the closures of the antilinear maps 
S, : x.0 b x*Q, x E A, F, : x’Q t-+ x’ *R, x’ E .K. Then D(d I’*) = D(S). 
Furthermore, let S-‘- and F/ be, respectively, the closures of the antilinear 
operators (acting in eR) given by rO‘ : aQ t, a*@ a E ,I ; and 
Fd : a’J2 i--, a’*Q, a’ E (e.Ke)’ G .9(eR’). Thus S*, F’ are the usual “S, F 
operators” for the restriction of ./Y- to eR, with cyclic and separating vector 
0. Moreover, S”= S r D(S)f’? e,;%” [23,26]. 
We claim that Tt is an extension of the map Tsi: a’L2 t-+ a’S[, a’ E. I “. 
To see this, let a’, b’ E, 4“‘. Then 
(b/Q, T,a’fJ) = (b/Q, a’[) 
= (a’ *b’R, i) 
= (ea’*b’eQ, i) 
since c E eG?V. 
Now, for any von Neumann algebra .%? and projection p E 9, we have 
that p9p and pS?‘p are von Neumann algebras (on the range of p) and 
(p9p)’ =pS’p [ 111. In particular, with .R =% d“, p = e, we see that 
(eJ”‘e) = e..Ke (in g(eR)), and so e.Pe = (e..&“e)‘. It follows that 
ea’*b’e E (e. Y”e)’ and therefore a’*b’eR = Pi-eb’*a’eR. 
Hence 
(b’R, T,a’f2) = (Pi eb’*a’eQ, <) 
= (S’i, eb’*a’eQ) 
since (&)* = S”* and c E D(V), 
= (S-“<, b’*a’R) 
since S*E e&V, 
= (b’S[, a’f2) 
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since S”< = SC, 
= (T,,b’Q, a’&!). 
Thus TSs c T;” as claimed, and so T( is closable. Q.E.D. 
Remark. The obvious generalization of the theorem when the form 
(Q, . n) is replaced by any normal semi-finite faithful weight on .,N whose 
restriction to 1 fl is semi-finite is also true-with essentially the same proof. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let <E $,+([&,, t], dy; Z+,) and let c= +f:, dX,gs). 
Then the operator T,: ala,, tr a’(, a’ E ‘II;, is closable and its closure is 
afdiated to 9l;l. 
Proof: This is an immediate corollary to Theorems 4.5 and 4.6. Q.E.D. 
We note that if < is elementary, say, r(s) = a~,~,~t(s) OR, r0 < r ( 5 < t, 
a E U,, then T, = (X, - X,) Q, as expected. 
In general, the relationship between L, and T, is not clear. It would seem 
natural to conjecture that L, and TC both have the same closures, but we 
have no support for this. 
5. QUASI-FREE STOCHASTIC INTEGRALS OVER THE CCR 
We shall see, in this section, that the preceding analysis has an analog for 
the CCR over L*(lR+). Indeed, we shall construct stochastic integrals which 
contain the usual Ito integral as a very special case. These results extend and 
complement the discussion in [ 14, 151. 
If ho is a complex pre-Hilbert space, let rP(tj”) denote the CCR polynomial 
algebra over b”. That is, ‘$(h”) is the unital associative *-algebra generated 
by elements a(f), a*(g), satisfying a*(af+g) = aa* + u*(g), a(f)* = 
a*(f) and the canonical commutation relations 
4) 47) - a(g) Q(f) = 0 
a(f) a*(g) -a*(s) 4.n = (f, g> 1 
(5.1) 
forf,gEhO, aEC. 
Let t E Lzc(IR +) with r > 0 a.e., and let T denote the operator on L*(IR +) 
given by multiplication by 7. We shall take ho = D(T”*), which is dense in 
L*(lR +). Let w be the gauge invariant quasi-free state on ‘@(ho) determined 
by 
4@*(f) a(g)) = k, U-1 (5.2) 
f0r.L gE b” ]71. 
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We shall realize ‘p&O) concretely by setting 
a(f) = ao((l + T)“‘f) @ a + 1 0 no*(JT’,tf), 
a*(g) = a$((1 + T)“z g) @ 1 + I. 0 a,(JT’~~g), 
(5.3 1 
where a:(.), a,(.) are the usual creation and annihilation operators acting on 
s(h) the (symmetric) Fock space over h = 6” = L’(lR+) and J is the 
conjugation operator Jf =f for fE L’(R+). Thus a(f) and a*(g) are 
unbounded operators on S(h) @ s(h). The quasi-free state LU is then given by 
the vector state .R, = Q, @ no, where Q, is the Fock vacuum in S(b)( 1.9 I. 
Let X be the Hilbert space generated by ‘!$I@“) .(2,., and, for t E ‘1’ c, let 
4 be that generated by ‘p(l):) .R,, where hp = e,h’, e, = multiplication on 
L*P+) by xIo,tl. Let P, be the orthogonal projection of if/ onto p,,. 
Our first results describe the action of P,. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Letf,,..., f,, E $” = D(T”*). Then for t E ;P + , 
0) P,u(f,) a.. 4fn> % = 4e,fJ - G,f,) 4 T 
(ii) P,a*(f,) fee u*(f,)Qn, = u*(e,f,) ... u*(e, f,) l2,. 
Proof: (i) Let x E ‘$3, = V(hF). Then 
w, 3 P,u(f,) ... u(f,) 0,) 
= (XQ,, 4f,) ..* u(f,) Q,) 
= W,, (u(e,f,) + 41 - e,)f,)) ... Q,) 
= (xQ,, u(e,f,) u(e,f2) ... u(e,f,) Q,) 
since w is quasi-free and x E Y,. Since ‘$,sZr is dense in ,iv,‘, the result 
foilows. 
The proof for (ii) is similar. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let g, ,..., g, E b” with e, gi = 0, 1 < i < m. Then 
P,a#(g,) ... u#(gm)~nT=w(a#(g,)...u~g,))~,, where u”denotes a* or 
a. 
Proof: Put z=u+(g,) a-. u”(g,), and let x E 9,. Then (x0,., P,zR,) = 
@Q,, zG,) = 0 unless x is a linear combination of elements of the form 
a*(f,) ... u*(f,) u(h,) .-a u(h,) with f, ,..., h, E e,hO. If x is not of this form. 
then (xa,, J2,) = 0 and so we get 
(x.n,, P&2,) = w,, Q,) w(z). 
On the other hand, if x is of the above form, then (xJ~,-, z.R,) = 
(Q,, x*.&~) = w(x*) o(z), since w is quasi-free. 
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Thus, in all cases, (xQT, P,zfi,) = (xa,, w(z) J2,) and so P,zQn, = 
4z) QT. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. For y E VP, and z as in Proposition 5.2, we have 
P, yzR, = ye(z) 0,. 
ProoJ Let x E 1, t. Then 
w,, p, YZQ,) = W,,YZR,) 
= (Y*xQ,, ZO,) 
= cy*x.Q,, P,zQ,) 
= cy*xfl,, o(z) Q,) 
= 4Z)(XQ,,YQ,). 
THEOREM 5.4. The map t t--+ P, is strongly continuous on Rfor t E R + . 
Proof. Since {P,},,, 
to show that t I-+ llPJll’+ 
is an increasing family of projections, it is enough 
1s continuous for 6 in a total set in A?. Such a set is 
given by < of the form < = a”(f,) e-e a”(f,) .R, withf, ,...,f, E ho. 
Write each fi as fi = e,fi + p,fi, where pI = ll - e,, to get 
< = 2, x, yg,R,, where x, has the form x, = a”(e,fi,) ..a a#(e,fi,), where 
u = {i, ,..., ik} is a subset of { l,..., n) with i, < .-a < i,, and y,, = a#(p,J,) ... 
a#(p,fjnmk), where 0’ = {j, ,..., j,_k } is the complement of rr in { l,..., n }, and 
j, < s-s < jnmk. 
Now, by Proposition 5.3, 
Therefore 
which is clearly continuous in t. Q.E.D. 
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PROPOSITION 5.5. Forf, g E IJ’. set 
:a*(f> a(g):, = a*(f) 4g> -Q+*(f) a(g)). 
Then P,:a*(f) a(g):,aR,= :a*(e,f) u(e, g):,. 
ProoJ: Writef=f,@f,,g=g,@g,,wheree,f=f,,e,g=g,.Then.for 
x E $A,, we have 
WP P@*(f) u(g) Q,) 
= WV u*(f,) u(g1) Q,) 
+ wJT3 u*(f,) u(g,) 0,) + (XQ,, u”(f2) u(g,) Q,) 
+ (xfh u*(f,) u(g2) 0,) 
= WV u*(f,) u(g,)Q,) + WV u*(fi) u(gJ Q,) 
= w,, u*(f,) u(g*) 0,) + (XQRTI Q,) W(u*(fJ u(g*))* 
Hence P,u*(f)u(g)R,=u*(f,)u(g,)Q,+o(u*(f,)u(g,)). The result 
follows since 
da*(f) u(g)) = o(u*(f,) u(g1)) + du*(fi) u(g*)). Q.E.D. 
The family (P, : t E R + ) allows us to define adapted maps and martingales. 
DEFINITION 5.6. An R-martingale is a family {<,: t E R + } with <( E W 
for tE R, and such that P,&=&for O<t<s. 
With gt = !J3*, j% = v(h’) in Definition 3.1, we have the notion of adapted 
maps; and similarly for gt = &, J/ = R. 
By Proposition 5.1, the families {u(e, f,) .. . u(e, f,) a,: t E R + } and 
(u*(elfi)~~~u*(e,fn)Q~:tER+} with fiELF,,(R+), l<i<n, are X- 
martingales. 
By Proposition 5.5, the family {:u*(e, f) u(e, g):, 0, : t E IF + ) with J 
g E L~,,(lR +) is also an R-martingale. 
Fix u E L&(R+), a,, a2 E C, and set A,(u) = u(e,u) and Y, = a,A,?(u) + 
a,A,(u) for t E R,. Then { Y,R,} is an Z-martingale. 
DEFINITION 5.7. Let h =x,~,~, z, to < r < r < t, z E ‘Q,., be a g-valued 
elementary process on [to, t]. The stochastic integral of h with respect to Y, 
is 
I ’ h(s)dY,=z(Y,- Y,)R,. 10 
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Note that if z E ‘$,, then by Eq. (5.1) z(Y, - Y,.) = (Y, - Y,) z and so the 
“left integral” j dY,h(s) = (Y, - Y,) zfi, = s h(s) dY,, the “right integral.” 
The integral for simple processes is defined by linearity, and by an 
argument similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 3.5, we obtain the 
following isometry property. 
THEOREM 5.8. For h E 9([t,, t], ‘$I), we have 
where dv(s) = {la, I* (1 + r(s)) + 1~1~1’ r(s)}]u(s)]’ ds. Zf we denote by 
st([t,, t], dv; ‘p) the Hilbert space completion of 9([t,, t], ‘4) with respect to 
the pre-inner product determined by the r.h.s. of Eq. (5.4), then, by 
Theorem 5.8, we can define jiJ(s) dY, for f E R( [to, t], dv; ‘Q) as an element 
of z, and the isometry property, Eq. (5.4), remains valid with h replaced by 
Moreover, using the strong continuity of t ++ P, (Theorem 5.4), R([t,, t], 
dv; ‘Q) can be identified as the subspace of v a.e. adapted elements of 
L*([t,, t], dv; Z), giving the analogue of Theorem 3.7. Theorem 3.9 has a 
CCR analog too (with an analogous proof). 
THEOREM 5.9. For f E R,,,(R + , dv; ‘$I), the family 1s; f(s) dY, : t E IR + } 
is a centred z-martingale. 
Remark 5.10. Consider the very special case with t = 0, u = 1, and a, = 
a2 = 1, and set Y, = 4, in this case. Then w is the Fock state, and 
9, = a*(Xro,sI) + dx~o,sl)9 where a *, a are the Fock creation and annihilation 
operators. For s E IR, , the 0, define mutually commuting self-adjoint 
operators on Fock space 5 and generate a maximal abelian IV*-algebra A, 
say. By the spectral theorem and the Riesz-Markov theorem, there is a 
probability space (Q, Z, ,u) such that M 2: L m(Q, Z, p), 5 2: L *(Q, Z’, ,L), and 
w on A corresponds to (, . dp on L”(Q, Z, p). Furthermore, the 4, are 
centred (jointly-) Gaussian random variables on (Q, Z, ,D) with j,#,#,dp = 
min {sJ}, so that {$, : s E IR + } is Brownian motion [20,2 11. If VP(#) denotes 
the polynomial subalgebra of ‘p generated by {#,: t E IR + }, then ‘Q(d), when 
considered as random variables over (Q, C, ,u), is dense in L’(Q, z,,u). It 
follows that .P’([O, t], ‘Q(4)) ’ d is ense in the set of square-integrable maps on 
[0, t] adapted with respect o the usual Brownian motion filtration. 
We conclude that, for r = 0, u = 1, a, = a2 = 1, so that dv(s) = ds, and for 
f E a([& tl, ds; Wd)), &.f<s> dY, is precisely the usual Zto” stochastic 
integral with respect to Brownian motion. 
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6. THE BOSON STOCHASTIC INTEGRAL AS A CLOSED OPERATOR 
The aim of this section is to prove the CCR analog of the results of 
Section 4. We shall show that for suitable integrands, the stochastic integral 
J t(s) dY, constructed in Section 5 defines a closed operator affiliated to the 
CCR W*-algebra. The ideas here are basically the same as those of 
Section 4, but because Section 5 is based on the polynomial algebra ‘p of the 
unbounded operators a and a*, we shall need a few preliminary results 
relating aspects of the modular theory to this situation. 
As in Section 5, let r E Lz,(R +) with r > 0, and let T denote the 
corresponding multiplication operator on L2(IR +). Denote by .d the CCR 
C*-algebra over ho =D(T”*) [7, 221, and let w be the gauge invariant 
quasifree state on .cP determined by T. We shall realize -G/ concretely as the 
C*-algebra of operators on 2 (defined in Section 5) generated by the 
unitary (Weyl) operators { kVdf):fE ho), where W(f) = exp i@(f), and 
@(f) is the self-adjoint closure of a (f) + a*(f) with a, a* given by 
Eq. (5.3). w is then given by the vector state R,. We note here that ‘P(t)“) 0, 
is a set of analytic vectors for @(f),fE h”, that ~8 is generated by the linear 
span of {Wf):fE $O}, and that {W(f) 0r :SE ho) is total in UP”: 
Our first result says that rP($O) commutes weakly with .d’ on %(I)“) fi,. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let x’ E ,d’, and x,-v, z E V(b’). Then 
(X’ZLIT, xyf2,) = (x’x*zQT,yR,). 
Proof: For any t E iR, x’ E .d’, y, z E ‘p(t)‘). andfE hO. 
(X’ZQT, W(tj-)yQ,) = (x’lv-tf) Zl.lT,.Ld2,.). 
Taking the derivative at t = 0 implies that 
(X’ZQT, @(f)JLQ,) = (x’cqf) zQ7-.yL&). 
The result now follows by linearity and induction. Q.E.D. 
Since r > 0, LC) is a KMS-state on .d, so that R,. is cyclic and separating 
for ,&“’ (-the von Neumann-subalgebra of .9(.X) generated by .&). As in 
Section 4, the modular theory is applicable. 
We define So on .d”a, by S,xQ, = x*R,, x E ~&‘I, and we define F, on 
..d’Qr by F,x’S;), = x’*G!r, x’ E ,aP’. Then So and F, are closable antilinear 
operators satisfying S$* = F,* and S,* = F,** [6, 251. Let S = S,* *. 
F = F$* be their closures, respectively, and let S = JAI’* be the polar 
decomposition of S; J is antinunitary and A is self-adjoint and positive. (The 
S, J, A here are, of course, quite different operators from the S, J, A of 
Section 4-there should be no confusion however.) 
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PROPOSITION 6.2. Let S, be the antilinear operator on !J3(@‘) ~2, defined 
by S,zQ, = z*QnT, z E Q(lJ”). Then S, c S. In particular, ‘p($“) CD(S) = 
D(A I”). 
Proof: Let <= x’finT, x’ E J/‘, q = zanT, z E V(l)“). Then 
(6 s, 17) =(X’Q,, z*41 
= (ZQ,, x’*Q,) 
= h FoO 
by Lemma 6.1 
Hence F,cSf, which implies that S, c S,** c F$ = S. Q.E.D. 
Let Z+ r denote D(S) with the Hilbert space norm II./] + 1 given by II.]/: 1 = 
11 - II2 + 11A1’2. l12. 
THEOREM 6.3. !)I($“) LIT is dense in X;, . 
ProoJ: First note that ‘p(h”) fir CR+, by Proposition 6.2. For fE ho, 
set z, = CiEo (l/k!)(i@(f))k, n = 1, 2,.... Then z, E II@“) and 
ZnQl-+ Wf)flT in A? as n-1 co. Furthermore, Sz,n,= S,Z,S;~~+ 
wf)*fJ,=swf)~, in A? as n -+ co. Hence z,Qr + W(f) R, in Z+, . 
Now, since S is the closure of So, it follows that M”R, is dense in Z+ 1. 
But the linear span of {W(f) :fE go} is a strongly dense self-adjoint 
subalgebra of d” and so, by Kaplansky’s density theorem, we deduce that 
{ Wdf) ~2~ :f~ ho} is total in X+ r, and the result follows. Q.E.D. 
Recall that, for t > 0, hp is the subspace elho of ho, where e, is 
multiplication by ~t~,~t, & is the subspace of A? generated by !JI(hy) a,, and 
P, is the orthogonal projection of Z onto 6. By decomposing ho as 
ho = h,” + (1 - e,) ho and using the canonical commutation relations, 
Eq. (5.1), we see that 
‘Q(V) = 13($P) + ‘Q(bf) WV - e,> $“I + WV -et) b”). 
It follows from Proposition 5.3 that P, : P(t)‘) J2, + Cp(h,“) G,, and, again 
using Eq. (5.1), that for any z E ‘Q(l)‘), if P,zQ, = z,R, with zI E ‘$(hp), 
then P,z*Q, = z:fi,. 
THEOREM 6.4. For t > 0, P,: X+, -R+, is a projection, and t M P, is 
strongly continuous on Z+ , . 
Proo$ Let z E !B(h”). By the previous remark, P,zR,=z,R, for 
zt E ‘YCb~>, and 
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SP,zR, = sz,n, 
=z::.R, 
= P,Sz.Q7 
Thus P, commutes with S on ‘Q(h’)O,. In particular, 
/IA “2P,zfl,ll = I/ SP,zR,-11 
= l/P,SzBJ 
G II Szf2R,Il 
= l/A “2zL& 1) 
for z E ‘p(I)“). It follows that IIP,z~~~II+, < /lzllTll+, for z E !J.3(h”). Thus 
P, r VP(I)“) L2, e,xtends to a contraction on ,-;V,, . But /I. II < I/. IIf , and 
therefore this extension is just P, r D(S); that is, P, : ;iv, , -,P; , and is a 
contraction. 
For <, n E V(h”) G,, we have 
(rYp,v)+, = (C,P,rl) + (A”2w’~2p,v) 
= ((3 P,rl) + W,% so 
= (PA v) + WI, SP,5) 
= (PL I?>+ 1
which implies that P, is self-adjoint on A?+ I and therefore P, is a projection 
on,P+,. 
To see that t N P,, t E R, , is strongly continuous on Pi,, let 
<E ‘p(I)“) S2, and consider the map t +-+ /I P,<ll: 1, f E ii? + . 
We have 
llptrll:1 = llp,~11* + IIWl12 
= lIPAl + llfm12. 
By Theorem 5.4, it follows that t ++ llP,{lj: i is continuous on R + , for any 
ce !13(h”)JJn,. Since ‘$(h0)L2, is dense in R+ ,, we conclude that t ++ P,, 
[Em,, is strongly continuous on W+ , . Q.E.D. 
Remark. In fact, P, commutes with S and therefore with A. Indeed, since 
S2 = 1 on D(S), it follows that S : Z+ , + F+ , is isometric. But S commutes 
with P, on q(h’) J2T and so, being elements of .8(,X+ ,), they commute on 
p+ I * Thus P, commutes with S as operators on X, and so P, commutes 
with A (and J). 
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With the aid of Theorems 6.3 and 6.4, we can prove the CCR analog of 
Theorem 4.3, with an analogous proof. 
THEOREM 6.5. ~V[&, l], ‘PI Q, is dense in the set of processes in 
L*(I&, r], dy; ,p+ 1). 
The isometry property, Theorem 5.8, gives immediately the CCR analog 
of Theorem 4.1. 
THEOREM 6.6 (Isometry property in X+ ]). For u E Lf,,(R +), a,, a, E &, 
and h E .Y([t,, t], VP), we have 
where Y, = alAP + a2As(u>, and 
~a2.,,(W”z~ II*, with &, 
It . Ii&) A = %,.&>ll - ll* + 
Js) = {la,l* (1 + W + 14’ W. 
DEFINITION 6.7. For t > t,, let R,,,([t,, t], dy;A?+,) denote the Hilbert 
space of (classes of) processes < on [t,, t] such that & [t,, t ] + ,A?+, is y- 
measurable and lltll~,~ = s:, II t(~)ll&),A Yd (s) < co. (We suppose that a, and 
a, are not both zero.) 
We observe that r E L$,(IR +) implies that there is a constant K > 0 such 
that, for any CEqly IlCl/r(s),A GKIICll+I almost everywhere on It,, t] . Thus 
R,,, contains the set of processes in L*([t,, t], dy;ix; ,), and this injection is 
bounded. 
THEOREM 6.8. .y([t,, t],V)Q, is dense in &,A([f,.,, fl, dy;X;,). 
Proof: This is analogous to the proof of Theorem 4.4, using the above 
observation and Theorem 6.5. Q.E.D. 
If la, I and Ia,1 are both positive or if r is bounded away from 0, then 
$,,A([fD,t],dy;C2??+,) is equal to the set of processes in L2(lt,,t],dy;Z+,). 
THEOREM 6.9. Let r E R,,,([t,, t], dy;R+,), and [= Ii,<(s) dY,. Then 
C E D(S) n & and so T, is a closable operator whose closure is affiliated to 
,d ‘I. 
Proof. Note that st,,,([t,,t], dy;A?+,)cR([t,,t], dv;‘p) so that 
Ii, t(s) dYS is detined as an element of Z, for < E R, d( [t,, t], dy; R+ ,). The 
proof now proceeds exactly as that of Theorem 4.5, using Theorem 5.9. 
Q.E.D. 
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7. STOCHASTIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
We shall now establish the existence and uniqueness of solutions to 
stochastic differential equations given by the fermion process 
X, = a,B:(u) + a,B,(u) or the boson process Y, = a,A,*(u) + c@,(u) with 
continuous Lipschitz coeffkients. Throughout this section, we suppose that 
u E Lz,(R +). We wish to discuss the stochastic differential equation 
dZ, = ~X,f(Z, 3 t) + dt g(Z,, I) (7.1) 
and the similar equation with Y, replacing X,. Equation (7.1), together with 
the initial condition Zto = Z,, means that Z, satisfies 
for t > t,. 
z,=z,+f dx,f(Z,,s)+ji dsg(Z,,s) (7.21 
‘0 (iI 
We shall see that Eq. (7.2) has a unique solution in FR for any Z, in T,, if 
f and g are continuous, adapted, RR-valued Lipschitz maps. The method of 
proof is as in [4]. 
DEFINITION 7.1. A map f: ~FR x R + +(FR is said to be a locally 
uniformly Lipschitz map if for any interval (t,, t 1 in R + . there is a constant 
K such that 
(7.3) 
We say that f is adapted iff({, s) E q whenever 5 E i;v,, s E II: , . 
Suppose that fi g are continuous, adapted, locally uniformly Lipschitz 
maps from FR x R + into X,, and let Z, E e(, be given. Then, as in (4 1, it is 
not difficult to see that one can define Zl”’ inductively by Zj”’ = Z,,. and 
zy+ I’ = z, + ( f dXJ(Zp, s) + 1_( ds g(ZI”‘. s) 10 ” 11, 
(7.4) 
for n > 0. Each Zi”’ is a continuous RR-valued process. 
Now, for given T > 0, the isometry property (Theorem 3.5) implies that 
there is a constant C such that 
(7.5) 
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for any process c E !$([O, T], 6; ?I) and 0 < t, < t & T. (Note that we have 
used u E Lz&R +) here.) 
As in [4], this inequality is sufficient o establish the uniform convergence 
of Zi”’ on [to, T], the limit satisfying Eq. (7.2). Thus we have 
THEOREM 7.2. Let f, g:A?$ x iFi + -+zR be continuous, adapted, locally 
un$ormly Lipschitz maps and let Z, E &;, be given. Then there is a unique 
continuous RR-valued solution Z,, t > t,, to Eq. (7.2). 
Note that any solution is necessarily continuous and adapted. 
If w has no Fock part, Theorem 7.2 has an analog in Z+, . Indeed, by 
Theorem 4.1, for T > 0 there is a constant C’ such that 
(7.6) 
for CE sj,,,([O, Tl,dp;&“,,) ad O<t,<t< T. 
As before, we obtain the following result: 
THEOREM 7.3. Let f, g: A?@+, x R + -+ OF+ 1 be continuous, adapted, locally 
uniformly Lipschitz maps and let Z, E Pl,A?+, be given. Then there is a 
unique continuous A?+ ,-valued solution Z,, t > t,, to Eq. (7.2). 
Evidently, as in Section 4, Z, can be associated with a closed operator 
affiliated to !!I;,. 
Theorems 7.2 and 7.3 have obvious CCR analogs--one simply replaces 
X, by Y,, etc. We note that the CCR analog of Theorem 7.2, by virtue of 
Remark 5.10, contains the existence-uniqueness theorem for stochastic 
differential equations with respect o Brownian motion as a special case. 
Finally, we remark that just as was shown in ]4], one sees that the 
solution to Eq. (7.2) (in G?$ or G??+, , for the CAR or CCR) is stable under 
changes in the initial condition and the coefftcients f and g. 
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